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A Two-Temperature Model for
Solid-Liquid Phase Change in
Metal Foams
Transient solid-liquid phase change occurring in a phase-change material (PCM) embedded in a metal foam is investigated. Natural convection in the melt is considered.
Volume-averaged mass and momentum equations are employed, with the BrinkmanForchheimer extension to the Darcy law to model the porous resistance. Owing to the
difference in the thermal diffusivities between the metal foam and the PCM, local thermal
equilibrium between the two is not assured. Assuming equilibrium melting at the pore
scale, separate volume-averaged energy equations are written for the solid metal foam
and the PCM and are closed using an interstitial heat transfer coefficient. The enthalpy
method is employed to account for phase change. The governing equations are solved
implicitly using the finite volume method on a fixed grid. The influence of Rayleigh,
Stefan, and interstitial Nusselt numbers on the temporal evolution of the melt front location, wall Nusselt number, temperature differentials between the solid and fluid, and the
melting rate is documented and discussed. The merits of incorporating metal foam for
improving the effective thermal conductivity of thermal storage systems are
discussed. 关DOI: 10.1115/1.2010494兴

Introduction
Solid-liquid phase change in porous media occurs in many
practical applications, such as thermal energy storage, freezing of
moist soils, and manufacture of metal-matrix composites. Of particular interest to this study are thermal energy storage units with
thermal conductivity enhancers 共e.g., metal foams兲 for transient
thermal control of electronics. Here, the phase-change material
共PCM兲 is impregnated into a metal foam. The latent heat of the
PCM serves to absorb the heat generated by the electronics,
whereas the metal foam helps transport heat from the heat source
into the volume of the PCM and helps utilize the PCM more
effectively. It is important to understand the flow, heat transfer,
and phase change in these systems to better design phase-change
energy storage systems for electronics cooling.
Melting and solidification of pure materials coupled with natural convection in the liquid melt has been studied extensively over
the years 关1–3兴. A detailed review of the literature on solid-liquid
phase-change heat transfer is given in 关4兴. Solid-liquid phasechange processes in porous media have also received wide attention as they have many practical applications. Beckermann and
Viskanta 关5兴 performed a combined experimental and numerical
investigation of phase change occurring in a porous medium. Experiments were performed in a square enclosure with glass beads
saturated with gallium. In their mathematical model, they assumed
local thermal equilibrium between the glass beads and gallium.
Their numerical results, which showed reasonable agreement with
experiments, revealed that the solid-liquid interface shape was
profoundly influenced by natural convection in the melt and heat
conduction in the solid. Jany and Bejan 关6兴 reported a scaling
analysis of melting in porous media with local thermal equilibrium between the porous matrix and the PCM; melt convection
was also incorporated. They found that the general behavior of the
phase change process with a porous medium was similar to that of
phase change without the porous medium. The melting phenomenon in porous media was shown to pass through four distinct
1
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regimes, each regime being characterized by distinct Nusselt numbers. Bejan 关7兴 reported an analytical study of melting in a confined porous medium saturated with a PCM. Non-Darcian effects
were ignored as was the initial subcooling. The local thermal equilibrium assumption was also invoked between the solid and PCM.
The liquid Stefan number was found to have a profound effect on
the heat transfer and melting rates. Chellaiah and Viskanta studied, numerically and experimentally, the melting of ice in a bed of
glass 关8兴 and aluminum 关9兴 beads. They assumed local thermal
equilibrium for the numerical model and found reasonable agreement with their experimental results. With the aluminum beads,
the agreement between the numerical results and experiments was
poor at high Rayleigh numbers, and deviation from local thermal
equilibrium was suggested as the cause. A review of the literature
on phase-change heat transfer in porous media is available in 关10兴.
Ellinger and Beckermann 关11兴 experimentally investigated the
heat transfer enhancement in a rectangular domain partially occupied by a porous layer of aluminum beads. They found that the
introduction of a porous layer caused the solid-liquid interface to
move faster initially during the conduction-dominated regime.
However, the overall melting and heat transfer rates were found to
be lower with the porous layer present due to low porosity and
permeability. They recommended the use of porous media of
higher porosity and permeability with higher Rayleigh numbers
for enhancement of melting and heat transfer rates. Tong et al.
关12兴 performed a numerical analysis of the enhancement of melting and heat transfer rates obtained upon incorporating a metal
matrix into water, under the assumption of local thermal equilibrium. An order-of-magnitude increase was observed in the heat
transfer rate with the metal matrix present. Vesligaj and Amon
关13兴 investigated the passive thermal control of portable electronics using PCMs with thermal conductivity enhancers under unsteady thermal workloads. An epoxy polymer was used as the
PCM. The operational performance of portable electronics was
found to improve when such a passive thermal storage device was
used. Alawadhi and Amon 关14兴 reported numerical and experimental studies on the effectiveness of a thermal control unit composed of an organic PCM and a metal matrix. Modeling the metal
matrix using modified effective thermophysical properties was
found to yield good agreement with the experiments. Harris et al.
关15兴 presented an approximate theoretical model to analyze the
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Table 1 Interstitial Nusselt number †26–32‡

Fig. 1 Schematic of the problem under investigation

phase-change process in a porous medium. Assuming equilibrium
melting at the pore scale, a parametric study based on a semiheuristic conduction model was formulated. The conditions for the
existence of local thermal equilibrium were explored. A number of
studies have discussed the validity of assuming local thermal
equilibrium in porous media saturated by a fluid 关16–20兴.
The objective of the present study is to investigate nonequilibrium thermal transport associated with phase change in a rectangular enclosure containing a metal foam impregnated with PCM.
Recently, metal foams have been proposed for thermal management of electronics. Applications studied include heat exchanger
units 关21兴, thermal storage units 关22兴, and others 关23兴. Since the
thermal conductivity of the phase-change material considered in
the present study is two orders of magnitude lower than that of the
metal foam, as is typical of organic PCMs, nonequilibrium thermal effects may play a significant role. A two-temperature model
is developed, with separate energy equations for the metal foam
and the PCM, including phase change in the PCM. This work
builds on a previous analysis of natural convection in a PCMfoam domain, but in which change of phase was not considered
关16兴. Issues investigated and discussed in this work include natural convection in the melt, the effects of Rayleigh, Stefan, and
interstitial Nusselt numbers on the temporal evolution of the melt
front location, heat transfer rate, the temperature differentials between the solid and fluid, and the melting rate under local thermal
nonequilibrium. The results are compared to local thermal equilibrium models, and the validity of the local thermal equilibrium
assumption is discussed.

Mathematical Formulation and Numerical Modeling
A schematic of the problem under investigation is shown in Fig.
1. A square domain of height H encloses the porous metal foam,
which is filled with solid phase change material 共PCM兲. The melting point of the PCM is T*melt, and the right wall is maintained at
T*C 共⬍T*melt兲. The top and bottom walls are adiabatic. Initially, the
solid metal foam and the PCM are at equilibrium at temperature
*
T*C. At time  = 0, the left wall temperature is raised to TH
*
共⬎Tmelt兲 and the PCM is allowed to melt. The thermophysical
properties of the solid metal foam and the PCM are assumed to be
constant over the range of temperatures considered. In the liquid
state, the PCM is assumed to be incompressible, Newtonian, and
subject to the Boussinesq approximation. The densities of the
solid and liquid PCM are assumed to be equal, i.g., the volume
change upon phase change is ignored. Thermal dispersion effects
may be important for very high Rayleigh numbers 关24兴, but are
neglected in the present work because of the lack of available
models for metal foams. The volume-averaged governing mass
and momentum equations in dimensionless terms, subject to the
above assumptions, are
ⵜ·U=0

冉

冊

冉

共1兲

冊

1 1 U 1
1
1
F
+ 2 共U · ⵜ兲U = − ⵜP + ⵜ2U −
兩U兩 U
2 +
Pr   
Da

Pr · Da
+ Ra T*f

g
兩g兩

共2兲

In Eq. 共2兲, F is the inertial coefficient and 共=Vl / V兲 is the fraction
of liquid PCM in the given volume.
The governing energy equations are written for the metal foam
and PCM separately and are closed using an interstitial Nusselt
number. Assuming equilibrium melting at the pore scale, i.e., ignoring kinetics effects, the dimensionless energy equations are
Fig. 2 Comparison of experimentally measured †5‡ and predicted „from †5‡ and present work… interface locations at various times
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*
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共3兲
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Fig. 3 Comparison of measured †5‡ and predicted „from †5‡
and present work… temperature distributions at three different
vertical locations at a dimensionless time of „a… 1.829 „5 min…
and „b… 7.314 „20 min…



T*f
 ␥
*
+ 共U · ⵜ兲T*f = ⵜ2T*f −
− Nui共T*f − Tm
兲

Ste 

Fig. 4 Predicted temporal evolution of the thermal field for
Ra= 106, Nui = 0, Ste= 0.1, Pr= 50, and Da= 10−2 at the midheight
of the domain „ = 0.5…: „a… solid-to-fluid temperature difference,
and „b… solid and fluid temperature distributions. Also plotted
in the figure is the nondimensional melting temperature „horizontal dashed line….

Ts* =

共4兲

In Eq. 共4兲, ␥共=Vl / V f 兲 is the fraction of liquid in the PCM. As an
alternative, if local thermal equilibrium can be assumed, the energy equations 共3兲 and 共4兲 may be replaced by a single energy
equation given by
 ␥
T*
+ 共U · ⵜ兲T* = 关 + 共1 − 兲兴ⵜ2T* −

Ste 
共5兲
Equation 共5兲 can be obtained from Eqs. 共3兲 and 共4兲 by setting
*
= T*f = T* and adding Eqs. 共3兲 and 共4兲. If no porous medium
Tm
were present, the governing mass, momentum, and energy equations would be obtained by setting  = 1 and Da= ⬁ in Eqs. 共1兲,
共2兲, and 共5兲. The following dimensionless variables are used in
deriving Eqs. 共1兲–共5兲:

=

x
;
H

=

y
;
H

=
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t␣ f
;
H2

U=

uH
;
␣f

P=

pH2
ff␣f

T*f =

共T f − TC兲
;
共TH − TC兲

T* =

共T − TC兲
共TH − TC兲

The relationship between , , and ␥ in the above equations can
be expressed as follows:

冦



= 
关 + 共1 − 兲⍀兴

共Tm − TC兲
;
共TH − TC兲

冉
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T*f − Tmelt
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*
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0

冧

Here, phase change is assumed to occur over a small but finite
temperature range ⌬T* for numerical stability. For all computations performed in this study a ⌬T* of 0.04 or less was used. In
order to model solid-liquid phase-change phenomena in the same
grid, the third term in Eq. 共2兲 was used to immobilize the material
in the fully solid regime by imposing a small value of K 共=1
⫻ 10−10 m2兲.
The dimensionless parameters describing the heat and fluid
flow processes are
Pr =

f
;
␣f

Ra =

g␤ f H3共TH − TC兲
;
␣ff

Da =

冑K
H
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Fig. 5 Predicted temporal evolution of the melt front location
for Ra= 106, Nui = 0, Ste= 0.1, Pr= 50, and Da= 10−2

Nui =
=

km
;
kf

e =

h vH 2
;
kf

Ste =

共C p兲 f 共TH − TC兲
⌬H
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共  C p兲 m
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共  C p兲 f
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The effective conductivity is given by keq = k f + 共1 − 兲km. The inertial coefficients F for flow over a packed bed of particles 关16兴
and metal foams 关25兴, are 1.75/ 冑1503 and 0.068, respectively.
For metal foams, a constant porosity of 0.8 is used for all the
computations.
The computational domain is discretized into finite volumes
using a rectangular mesh. All the variables are stored at the cell
centroids. A central-differencing scheme with a deferred correction 关26兴 is used for convective fluxes. A central-differencing
scheme is used for discretizing diffusive fluxes as well. The transient terms are discretized using a second-order-accurate threetime-level scheme 关26兴. The SIMPLE algorithm is used for obtaining the velocity fields, and the linearized systems of equations are
solved using a strongly implicit procedure 共SIP兲. The calculations
are terminated when the dimensionless residual 关26兴 has dropped
at least below 10−4 for all governing equations.

Code Validation
The code used in this work was previously validated 关16兴
against the available numerical and experimental studies on natural convection in porous enclosures, but without phase change.
Since experimental results are not available in the literature for
solid-liquid phase change in metal foams, the code was validated
against a study of melting of gallium in a packed bed of glass
spheres 关5兴. The height of the square domain was 4.76 cm and the
porosity of the enclosure was 0.385. The boundary conditions
were the same as illustrated in Fig. 1. Further details about the
experiments and the numerical model are available in 关5兴. The
dimensionless governing parameters used for the present computations for this comparison are Ra= 8 ⫻ 105, Da= 3.7⫻ 10−3, Ste
*
= 0.124, Pr= 0.0208, d / H = 0.126,  = 0.046, ⍀ = 0.786, and Tm
= 0.3912. The permeability for liquid flow through a packed bed
of spherical particles is calculated from 关5兴
K共兲 =

d 2 3
175共1 − 兲2

For closing the two energy equations 共3兲 and 共4兲, the correlation
proposed by Wakao and Kaguei 关27兴 was used and is given below
998 / Vol. 127, SEPTEMBER 2005

Fig. 6 Predicted temporal evolution of thermal field for Ra
= 106, Nui = 0, Ste= 1.0, Pr= 50, and Da= 10−2 at the midheight of
the domain „ = 0.5…: „a… Solid-to-fluid temperature difference,
and „b… Solid and fluid temperature distributions. Also plotted
in the figure is the nondimensional melting temperature „horizontal dashed line….

Nui,d = 6共1 − 兲关2 + 1.1共Re兲0.6共Pr兲1/3兴

共6兲

This correlation covers a broad range of Reynolds numbers and
asymptotes to a constant value for the diffusion-only limit 共Re
→ 0兲 for spheres. Though this correlation was reported for forced
convection, it is assumed to be approximately valid for natural
convection in the melt as well. The Reynolds number in Eq. 共6兲 is
interpreted as the local Reynolds number based on the local mean
velocity, i.e., umeand / . Figure 2 shows the comparison of the
computed melt front locations from the present study with those in
关5兴. The primary difference in the present mathematical model
from that in 关5兴 is the relaxation of the assumption of local thermal equilibrium between the solid and the interstitial fluid. The
temperature distributions predicted from the present study are
compared to those in 关5兴 in Fig. 3 at different vertical
共-direction兲 locations at two different times. The current predictions show satisfactory agreement with experiments and also
agree reasonably well with the numerical predictions in 关5兴, despite the assumption of thermal equilibrium in the latter. This
agreement between the numerical results can be attributed to the
fact that the system is conduction dominated 共RaDa2 ⬃ 11兲.
Grid independence of the solution for the meshes used in the
present simulations was also established. A Rayleigh number of
106, Darcy number of 10−2, Prandtl number of 50, Stefan number
of 0.1, and porosity of 0.8 were used for this set of calculations.
Transactions of the ASME

Fig. 7 Predicted temporal evolution of thermal field for Ra
= 106, Nuid = 5.9, Ste= 1.0, Pr= 50, and Da= 10−2 at the midheight
of the domain „ = 0.5…: „a… Solid-to-fluid temperature difference,
and „b… solid and fluid temperature distributions. Also plotted
in the figure is the nondimensional melting temperature „horizontal dashed line….

Fig. 9 Predicted temporal evolution of thermal field for Ra
= 108, Nui,d = 5.9, Ste= 1.0, Pr= 50, and Da= 10−2 at the midheight
of the domain „ = 0.5…: „a… Solid-to-fluid temperature difference,
and „b… solid and fluid temperature distributions. Also plotted
in the figure is the nondimensional melting temperature „horizontal dashed line….

Grid sensitivity was tested on three different grids, 48⫻ 48 共grid
1兲, 102⫻ 102 共grid 2兲, and 186⫻ 186 共grid 3兲. For grid 1, deviations of 7.5% and 2% were observed, respectively, in the minimum and maximum solid-to-fluid temperature differences with
respect to grid 3 at time  = 0.225. For grid 2 at  = 0.225, the
corresponding deviations with respect to grid 3 reduced to 1% and
1.7%. The melt front shapes were almost identical in these latter
two cases. The intermediate grid of 102⫻ 102 was found to be
sufficient for all the calculations presented in this study.

Results and Discussion

Fig. 8 Predicted temporal evolution of melt front locations „␥
= 0.5… for Ra= 106, Nui,d = 5.9, Ste= 1.0, Pr= 50 and Da= 10−2

Journal of Heat Transfer

The porosity of the metal foam considered is held constant at
0.8 and the pore size 共d / H兲 is 0.0135. The typical ratio of the
average ligament diameter dm of the foam to the mean cell size d
is 0.1875, with the average ligament diameter of 0.36 mm 关25兴.
The ratio of the metal foam-to-PCM thermal conductivity  is
1000. The Prandtl number of the PCM is fixed at 50, which is
typical of the value for many organic PCMs.
A correlation similar to Eq. 共6兲 共which was for spherical beads兲
that covers a broad range of Reynolds numbers was not found in
the literature for metal foams. For high-Prandtl-number fluids undergoing phase change in porous enclosures the velocities encountered are small 共e.g., the vertical velocity v 共m/s兲 is O共10−3兲 or
SEPTEMBER 2005, Vol. 127 / 999

Fig. 10 Predicted temporal evolution of melt front locations
„␥ = 0.5… for Ra= 108, Nui,d = 5.9, Ste= 1.0, Pr= 50, and Da= 10−2

less for RaDa2 艋 104兲. Also, the heat transfer between the metal
foam and the solid PCM is only by conduction during the initial
transient. As the system is largely conduction dominated, it is
critical to establish the diffusion limit for the interstitial heat transfer coefficients. Table 1 关25,27–32兴 lists the various models used
in the present study for closing the energy equations 共3兲 and 共4兲.
Though some of the correlations in Table 1 are for forced convection, they are assumed to be approximately valid for natural convection in the melt as well. The Reynolds number in the equations
is interpreted as the local Reynolds number based on the local
mean velocity, i.e., umeand / . As Re→ 0, some of the equations
yield Nui,d = 0, which does not correctly represent the conduction
limit. In the equations listed in Table 1, asf is the specific surface
area of the metal foams and is given by the relation 关28兴
asf =

再 冋 冉 冊册冎

3dm
1−
2 1 − exp −
0.59d
0.04

In the discussion that follows, the “fluid” phase refers to the
PCM, whether solid or melted, whereas the “solid” phase refers to
the metal foam. In order to understand the effect of interphase
heat transfer on the melting of PCM, the case of zero interphase
heat transfer 共Nui = 0兲 is first considered. Under this condition,
there is no thermal interaction between the metal foam and the
PCM, and the melt experiences only the flow resistance offered by
the porous foam. Figure 4共a兲 shows the temporal evolution of the
dimensionless solid-to-fluid temperature difference along  = 0.5
for Ra= 106, Pr= 50, Da= 10−2,  = 103, ⍀ = 1, and Tmelt
⬘ = 0.3. The
Stefan number for this case is 0.1. Figure 4共b兲 shows the PCM and
metal foam temperature distributions at the midheight of the domain. In Fig. 4共b兲 and in other similar figures that follow, the
dimensionless metal foam temperature distribution is represented
using dotted-dashed lines, whereas the PCM is represented using
solid lines with open symbols. Also, the dimensionless melting
point is shown as a horizontal dashed line. In the limit of zero
interphase heat exchange, the metal foam and PCM develop independently and the temperature difference between them is determined by the relative response of the two phases. The metal foam
reaches a steady state in a time scale of order 共H2 / ␣m兲, or a
dimensionless time scale of m ⬃ ⍀ / . For low Rayleigh numbers
and Ste⬍ 1, the time for the PCM to reach a steady state is governed by the effective inertia associated with phase change. It
scales as H2 / ␣ef where ␣ef = k f / 共 f C pef 兲 and 共C p兲ef = 共⌬H兲 / ⌬T.
The corresponding dimensionless time scale is  f ⬃  / Ste. The
metal foam is seen to have reached a steady state well before the
temperature field in the fluid has started to develop. Thus at early
times, the temperature differential in the domain is very large, of
O共1兲. The temperature difference progressively decreases with
1000 / Vol. 127, SEPTEMBER 2005

Fig. 11 Predicted melt volume fractions as a function of  for
Ra= 106, Da= 10−2, Ste= 1.0, and Pr= 50 for various interstitial
Nusselt numbers „Nui,d…. Also shown are the eq „=␣eqt / H2… values for comparison.

time, reaching a steady-state value over the PCM time scale. Furthermore, the maximum temperature difference between the metal
foam and PCM occurs near the solid-liquid interface. This is expected because the phase-change process constrains the PCM temperature to T*melt at the interface. The thickness of the warm
boundary layer 共⬃关RaDa2兴−0.25兲 near the heated wall ceases to
grow at a time of order  / 共Ste冑RaDa2兲 关3兴. This is the time at
which a convective regime in the melt 关3兴 sets in. The time predicted for the onset of the convective regime by Benard et al. 关33兴
is 4.59 / 共Ste冑RaDa2兲.
Figure 5 shows the temporal evolution of melt front location for
Nui = 0, Ra= 106, Ste= 0.1, Da= 10−2, Pr= 50,  = 103, ⍀ = 1, and
T*melt = 0.3. Initially, the process is conduction-dominated and the
melt front is planar. The horizontal intrusion layer appears in the
top half of the domain at a dimensionless time of 0.2 because of
the development of natural convection. This denotes the beginning
of the convection-plus-conduction regime 关3兴. The vertical height
共see Fig. 1兲 of the upper portion of the domain z, where convection dominates conduction scales as 共RaDa2关 f Ste/ 兴2兲 关3兴. At a
nondimensional time of approximately  / 共Ste冑RaDa2兲, the thermal boundary layer ceases to grow and the quasi-steady regime
commences. This can also be seen from Figs. 4共a兲 and 4共b兲, where
the boundary layer thickness is approximately the same after a
nondimensional time of 1.2. In this quasi-steady regime, the
movement of the melt front is slow enough that the convective
process reaches a steady state before the melt front moves to any
significant extent.
The predicted dimensionless solid-to-fluid temperature difference for a higher Stefan number of 1.0 at different times along
 = 0.5 for all other parameters remaining the same as above
共Nui = 0, Ra= 106, Da= 10−2, Pr= 50,  = 103, ⍀ = 1, and T*melt = 0.3兲
are shown in Fig. 6共a兲. As expected, the increase in Stefan number
from 0.1 in Fig. 4 to 1.0 in Fig. 6 expedites the melt front propagation. As noted previously, the metal foam reaches a steady state
over a dimensionless time of ⍀ /  and the PCM reaches a steady
state over a dimensionless time of  / Ste. A comparison of Figs.
4共b兲 and 6共b兲, in which the temporal evolution of the solid and
fluid temperature distributions along  = 0.5 is plotted, reveals that
the temperature distributions at steady state are identical for the
two different Stefan numbers, as expected from Eq. 共4兲. The melt
front location for Ste= 1.0 is similar to that in Fig. 5, except for
the faster evolution of the melt interface, and hence is not shown
for brevity. For cases of practical interest, the Stefan number is not
large enough to compete with the time scale for the evolution of
Transactions of the ASME

Fig. 13 Predicted hot wall Nusselt number for the no-foam
case as a function of  for Ste= 1 and two different Rayleigh
numbers. Also shown are the melt fronts at several critical time
instants during flow evolution.

Fig. 12 Predicted melt volume fractions as a function of  for
different Rayleigh, Stefan, and interstitial Nusselt numbers.
Also shown are the eq values for comparison.

the solid temperature profile, and the overall behavior described in
Figs. 5 and 6 is expected to be typical for Nui = 0.
The next case considered is one for which the metal foam and
PCM exchange energy through interphase transfer 共Nui ⫽ 0兲. Figure 7共a兲 shows the dimensionless solid-to-fluid temperature difference at various times along  = 0.5, for Ra= 106, Ste= 1.0, Da
*
= 10−2, d / H = 0.0135, Pr= 50,  = 103, ⍀ = 1, and Tm
= 0.3. The interstitial Nusselt number 共Nui,d兲 based on the pore diameter used
for the calculations is 5.9. This Nusselt number was obtained from
the expression by Morgan 关31兴 in Table 1 using a d⬁ / dm ratio of
104. Figure 7共b兲 shows the dimensionless metal foam and PCM
temperature distributions along  = 0.5 for the same set of parameters. The metal foam-to-PCM temperature difference is determined by the heat exchange between the metal foam and PCM. If
the response time for the heat exchange between the PCM and
metal foam 共i ⬃ 关共1 − 兲⍀ / Nui兴兲 is long compared to the response
times of the two phases, the two phases evolve separately, large
solid-to-fluid temperature differences exist, and the time to steady
state is determined by the slower phase. On the other hand, if the
response time for heat exchange is short compared to the response
times of the two phases, then the two phases develop together in a
coupled manner. For Nui ⬎ 关共1 − 兲兴, the interphase exchange
time is shorter than the diffusion time for metal foam. For the case
in Fig. 7, the interphase exchange time is shorter than both the
diffusion time for metal foam as well as that for the PCM 共i.e.,
i ⬍ m,  f 兲 and hence the metal foam and the PCM develop together in a coupled manner. Initially, the metal foam-to-PCM temJournal of Heat Transfer

perature difference is very high, but it progressively decreases
with time and is driven to a value of zero at steady state. It may be
noted that a steady state is reached on a time scale of O共⍀ / 兲. In
the earlier case of Nui = 0, the fluid phase was seen to respond on
a time scale of  ⬃ O共1兲. Here, however, the fluid is seen to evolve
faster, on a scale closer to that of the metal foam, as a result of
interface exchange. Initially, the metal foam responds faster than
the PCM at the hot wall boundary. But since the heat exchange
time is shorter than the diffusion scale  f for the PCM, heat from
the hot boundary travels through the metal and the metal temperature imprints itself on the fluid. Also, as seen in the previous case
of Nui = 0, the maximum solid-to-fluid temperature difference oc*
curs at the interface, which is held at Tm
because of phase change.
It may also be noted that the dimensionless solid-to-fluid temperature difference for the uncoupled 共Fig. 4兲 case is not zero at steady
state, whereas in the present case, a zero temperature difference is
obtained at steady state. Since the fluid temperature distribution is
linear across the domain, the amount of melted PCM is less for
Nui ⫽ 0 than that of Nui = 0; this aspect will be discussed, in detail,
later in this paper, as will the effect of variations in the interstitial
Nusselt number and Stefan number.
The predicted temporal evolution of the front location for Ra
= 106, Nui,d = 5.9, Ste= 1.0, Pr= 50, and Da= 10−2 is shown in Fig.
8. Contours of the liquid fraction,  = 0.5 corresponding to the
melting temperature 共T*melt兲 of 0.3, are plotted in Fig. 8. It may be
noted, initially at  = 0.00005, from Fig. 7共b兲 that the mushy zone
“thickness” is large, i.e., the mushy zone occupies several computational cells because of the presence of the metal matrix. Eventually at steady state 共 = 0.006兲, the mushy zone thickness is confined to a single computational cell. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that
the heat transfer process is conduction dominated. The melt front
shape is planar throughout the melting process and little natural
convection is observed when compared to the Nui = 0 case in Fig.
5.
The effect of increasing Rayleigh number on the dimensionless
solid-to-fluid temperature difference is discussed next. Figure 9共a兲
shows the dimensionless solid-to-fluid temperature difference
along  = 0.5 for Ra= 108, Da= 10−2, Ste= 1, Pr= 50, and Nui,d
= 5.9. Figure 9共b兲 shows the dimensionless temperature distributions in the metal foam and PCM along  = 0.5 for these parameters. The overall behavior is similar to the Ra= 106 case, albeit
with greater convective effects. The solid and fluid temperature
SEPTEMBER 2005, Vol. 127 / 1001

Pr= 50, and for different interstitial Nusselt numbers 共obtained
from various Nui relations listed in Table 1 for  = 0.8兲. Also plotted in the figure for comparison is the nondimensional time eq
based on the effective conductivity of the system 共foam+ PCM兲.
As expected, the higher the interstitial Nusselt number, the faster
is the rate at which a steady state is achieved. The time to steady
state is dictated by the metal foam response time, as discussed
previously. For the parameters considered here, the final steadystate profile for both solid and fluid is a straight line for all Nui,d,
and the melt volume fraction is thus the region T* ⬎ T*melt. Consequently, the melt volume fraction is the same for all the different
Nui,d values, with the asymptote being 共1 − T*melt兲. For values of
Nui,d 艌 1, little difference in the time to steady state is seen as
Nui,d is increased. For Nui,d ⬎ 5.9, the transient response is not
particularly distinguishable from that of the equilibrium model
共Nui,d → ⬁兲.
Though not shown here, the melt volume fraction at steady
state for Nui = 0 is 0.8 for the parameter set in this study. For the
case when there is no foam, the melt volume fraction is 0.92 at
steady state. In the presence of the foam, convective flow in the
melt is retarded due to low values of the parameter RaDa2
共=100兲 and conduction-dominated profiles result, limiting the melt
volume fraction to 共1 − T*melt兲. But for the uncoupled 共Nui = 0兲 and
the no-foam cases, the fluid temperature distribution is not linear
at steady state and convection in the fluid increases the overall
melted volume. However, the response time of the system is substantially slower than for the Nui,d ⬎ 0 cases. In practical terms,
this means less effective cooling during the transient.
In Fig. 12共a兲 the effect of varying the Rayleigh number on the
evolution of the melt volume fraction is shown. Also plotted in
Fig. 12 is eq as in Fig. 11. As the Rayleigh number increases, the
convection contribution increases and the melting rate and the
melt volume fraction of the PCM also increase somewhat. In Fig.
12共b兲, the effect of decreasing the Stefan number is examined. A
decrease in Stefan number from 1.0 to 0.1 with Ra= 108 decreases
the rate of melting due to the thermal inertia associated with phase
change and the concomitant increase in the latent heat of fusion.
Both cases are computed upto a melt volume fraction of 0.74.
Wall Nusselt Number. In order to compare the performance of
the PCM with and without the metal foam, the average Nusselt
number at the hot wall for the case without the metal foam case is
discussed. The average Nusselt number at the wall is defined as

Nu =
Fig. 14 Predicted hot wall Nusselt number for „a… metal foam
and „b… PCM for various Rayleigh, Stefan, and interstitial Nusselt numbers

profiles are seen to be nearly identical at steady state and exhibit
curvature due to convection. The system is driven to steady state
on a time scale O共⍀ / 兲. Figure 10 shows the temporal evolution
of the melt front locations for Ra= 108, Da= 10−2, Ste= 1, Pr= 50,
and Nui,d = 5.9. The influence of natural convection on the melt
front shape is clear.
A detailed discussion of temperature profiles and melt front
shapes for a different Nui correlation is outlined in 关34兴. It is not
included here for brevity.
Melt Volume Fraction. From an engineering standpoint, the
melt volume fraction and time-dependent average melt front location are of interest in foam-enhanced PCM units. The effect of
interstitial heat transfer coefficient on the melted volume is first
discussed. Figure 11共a兲 shows the melt volume fraction
共=兺cells␥⌬x⌬y兲 as a function of  for Ra= 106, Ste= 1, Da= 10−2,
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hH
= 共− 1兲
kf

冕冋 册
1

0

T*


=0

d

In the above equation, T* is the nondimensional PCM temperature. Figure 13 shows the average Nusselt number at the hot wall
for two different Rayleigh numbers 共106 and 108兲 and Ste= 1.0 as
a function of dimensionless time. Also plotted in Fig. 13 are the
melt front locations for Ra= 108 for different flow regimes. Initially, at  = 0, when the left wall temperature is raised to TH, the
heat transfer from the wall to the PCM is large, but the Nusselt
number falls rapidly as the PCM heats up. Over a time scale 
⬃ 共1 − T*melt兲5/4 Ra−1/2 关3兴, the Nusselt number reaches a low value
corresponding to the pure conduction limit 关3,34兴 and starts to
increase as convection sets in 共referred to as conduction-plusconvection regime in 关3兴兲. The increase in Nu 共⬃−0.5 + Ra共兲3/2
关3兴兲 in the convection-plus-conduction regime is very small for
Ra= 106. The “quasi-steady” regime or the convection-dominated
regime sets in over a time scale  ⬃ 共Ra兲−1/2 关3兴. The Nusselt
number is constant in this regime and is computed to be approximately 22 and 7 for Ra= 108 and 106, respectively. The Nusselt
number starts to increase again as the melt front nears the cold
wall and peaks when the melt front touches the cold wall on a
time scale  of O共Ra−0.25兲 关3兴. The Nusselt number drops again
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may be less than that obtained without the metal foam because of
the damping of convective flow. The metal foam acts to substantially decrease the response time of the system and may, thus, lead
to far less overheating during the transient, despite the smaller
melt volume fraction at steady state.
This study has investigated the transients due to a step change
in boundary temperature. In many applications, periodic pulsed
heating may be used. The difference in response time between
systems with and without metal foam enhancers has important
implications for the management of transient energy pulses. If the
time scale of the energy pulse is short compared to the response
time of the system, local overheating is possible. Since the metal
foam response time is typically far faster than typical energy pulse
time scales, it would tend to perform far better than systems without metal foams. These aspects must be investigated further to
gain a clearer understanding of pulsed heating.
Fig. 15 Predicted total hot wall Nusselt number for various
Rayleigh, Stefan, and interstitial Nusselt numbers

when the melt front traverses along the right wall.
The behavior in the presence of the metal foam is markedly
different. Figure 14 shows the Nusselt number at the hot wall in
this case. The Nusselt number corresponding to the metal foam,
Num, and that corresponding to the PCM, Nu f , are shown. Figure
15 shows the total heat transfer from the hot wall to the system.
This Nusselt number is defined as

冕冋 册
1

Nutotal = Num + Nu f = − 共1 − 兲

冕冋 册
1

−

0

T*f


0

=0

Tm*


=0

d

d

The case of Ra= 106, Da= 10−2, and Ste= 1 is considered first.
Initially, at  = 0, the heat transfer from the wall is large, but drops
rapidly as both the metal and PCM heat up. In the presence of the
foam, heat transfer is conduction dominated and at steady state,
the dimensionless temperature gradient at the wall for both metal
foam and PCM is unity. Hence, Nutotal ⬃  + 共1 − 兲. This is true
for both the Nui,d values plotted in Fig. 14. As the Rayleigh number is increased, the Nusselt number at the wall increases due to
increased natural convection. The increase in the Nusselt number
for metal foam is manifested as a distortion in the metal foam
isotherms because of coupling with the PCM 共see Figure 9共b兲兲.
The greatest contribution to sensible heat transfer from the hot
wall is due to the metal. The fluid primarily contributes to the
phase change heat transfer and heat from the hot wall is conveyed
to it by the metal.

Conclusions
A parametric study of the transient melting of PCMs integrated
into metal foams for enhanced effective thermal conductivity has
been investigated for the case of a step change in boundary temperature. A number of important results have been obtained. For
the range of parameters considered, for metal foams with interstitial Nusselt numbers Nui,d ⬎ 5.9, a single-temperature model is
sufficient for analysis. But for smaller Nui,d values, the metal
foam and the PCM are sufficiently out of equilibrium that a twotemperature model is necessary. The metal foam is seen to act in
two ways. First, it substantially dampens convective flow because
of frictional resistance. Second, since the metal responds far faster
than the fluid, the linear temperature profile in the metal tends to
imprint itself on the fluid, leading to conductionlike temperature
profiles for Ra艋 106. Even at Ra= 108, only a mild departure from
the conduction temperature profile is seen. As a result, the melt
volume fraction at steady state, which is a measure of the total
heat that can be absorbed, is approximately 共1 − T*melt兲. This value
Journal of Heat Transfer
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Nomenclature
asf ⫽
Cp ⫽
Da ⫽
d ⫽
F ⫽
g ⫽
H ⫽
hv ⫽
K ⫽
k ⫽
ke ⫽
Nu ⫽
Nui ⫽
Nui,d ⫽
P
Pr
Ra
Re
Ste
T
t
U
V
u,v
x,y

⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽

Greek Symbols
␣ ⫽
␤ ⫽
⌬H ⫽
⌬T ⫽
 ⫽
␥ ⫽
 ⫽
 ⫽
 ⫽
e ⫽

 ⫽
 ⫽
 ⫽

specific surface area, m−1
isobaric specific heat, JKg−1 K−1
Darcy number
particle diameter or mean pore diameter, m
inertial coefficient
gravity vector, ms−2
height of the enclosure, m
volumetric heat transfer coefficient, Wm−3 K−1
permeability, m2
thermal conductivity, Wm−1 K−1
equivalent thermal conductivity, Wm−1 K−1
Nusselt number based on the porous foam
height
interstitial Nusselt number 共hvH2 / k f 兲
interstitial Nusselt number based on pore diameter 共hvd2 / k f 兲
pressure, Nm−2
Prandtl number
Rayleigh number
Reynolds number
Stefan number
temperature, K
time, s
velocity vector, ms−1
volume
velocity in x and y directions, ms−1
Cartesian coordinates
thermal diffusivity, m2 s−1
coefficient of thermal expansion, K−1
enthalpy of freezing/melting, JKg−1
mushy zone thickness, K−1
porosity
fraction of liquid melt in the PCM
dimensionless y coordinate
fraction of liquid PCM 共=␥兲
ratio of thermal conductivities of metal foam
and fluid
ratio of equivalent thermal conductivity to fluid
thermal conductivity
dynamic viscosity, N sm−2
kinematic viscosity, m2 s−1
density, kg m−3
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 ⫽ dimensionless time
 ⫽ dimensionless x coordinate
⍀ ⫽ ratio of volumetric heat capacities of metal
foam and fluid
Subscripts
C
d
ef
eq
f
H
l
p
m
s

⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽
⫽

cold
diameter
effective fluid property
equivalent
fluid 共PCM兲
hot/height of enclosure
liquid
pore or particle
metal foam
solid 共PCM兲

Superscripts
* ⫽ dimensionless quantity
n ⫽ time step n
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